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" Contemplation 8 " 

Grieving in Style
Doing It Your Way

6
Printable checklist available at DoingGrief.com

Focus: From a checklist of grieving responses, (a) identify your grieving 
tendencies, preferences, and needs for lamenting, heartening, integrating, and 
tempering, and (b) contemplate your strengths and growing edges as a griever 
and healer.

Pause to reflect on each of the four dynamics of grieving – lamenting, heart-
ening, integrating, and tempering. Which type of response do you regard as 
the healthiest or most likely to lead you or a loved one to healing? 

| | | 

You may have strong feelings or opinions about which type of grieving response 
is best, depending on your past experiences with grief. But, generally speaking, none 
of the four types of response is superior or more likely to lead to healing than any 
other. Each grieving dynamic can inspire health and wholeness just as easily as it can 
obstruct a person from resolving the pain of grief. Although healing can take place 
within a singular dimension of grieving, holistic healing is more possible by becom-
ing proficient in all four. By developing your capacities for each type of grieving 
response whenever grief comes to call, you build for yourself a storehouse of tools to 
use when grief comes to call again – as grief inevitably will.

As you become more aware of the various ways you respond to grief within 
the rhythms of everyday life (even when no great loss is in clear view), you may 
be surprised how frequently your grieving responses show up in a day. Pay atten-
tion. You’re the only one with a bird’s eye view of your grieving process. Take your 
self-knowledge to heart and let it teach you ever more about who you are as a griever 
and a healer. 

Asleep or awake, consciously or unconsciously, you respond to the cacophony 
of grief impulses that surge through you. As you move among the four dynamics of 
grieving, in which direction/s are you apt to move? 
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Lamenting Grief – Your Way
As you contemplate your lamenting responses to grief, ask yourself: How do I 

usually experience and express grief-related pain, distress, and disheartenment?
My usual modes of lamenting grief include:
☐ Experiencing painful, distressful, or disheartening emotional reactions (sadness, 

depression, despair, anger, fear, irritation, impatience, guilt, shame, loneliness, 
etc.), specifically: 

☐ Experiencing physical symptoms (tightness or burning in the chest, dizziness, 
nausea, trembling, heart palpitations, headaches, exhaustion, insomnia, loss of 
appetite, etc.), specifically: 

☐ Frequent sighing, moaning, or other spontaneous vocalizations
☐ Withdrawing from social situations or feeling unwelcome by others 
☐ Seeking out others who are grieving so we can lament together
☐ Engaging in solitary activities (exercise, household chores, gardening, artistic cre-

ation, meditation, etc.) that allow me to be alone with my grief-related thoughts, 
feelings, and perceptions, specifically: 

☐ Crying, wailing, sobbing, or sulking  
☐ Lashing out at others; spewing rageful words or actions
☐ Experiencing physical or verbal outbursts privately or socially
☐ Blaming myself or others
☐ Going over and over the details of my loss mentally or verbally
☐ Experiencing disturbing memories or flashbacks related to a loss
☐ Experiencing fitful sleep, bad dreams, or nightmares 
☐ Talking to someone about my grief (a person or spiritual entity), specifically:

☐ Educating others about a particular type of loss experience that I know firsthand
☐ Telling or writing my grief story 
☐ Feeling sorry for myself
☐ Feeling sorry for my loved ones
☐ Becoming ill, lethargic, depressed, or suicidal
☐ Becoming irritated, intolerant, or engaging in erratic or risky behavior
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☐ Participating in a celebration, memorial, ceremony, or simple ritual to honor 
what or who is lost, specific examples include: 

☐ Reliving or reenacting distressful aspects of a loss experience (mentally or physi-
cally), for example: 

Other lamenting responses I experience (not listed above): 

I usually don’t experience lamenting responses to grief, because:
☐ I am unaware of experiencing or expressing grief-related pain, distress, or dis-

heartenment.
☐ I choose not to lament as I grieve. Why?  

Heartening Grief – Your Way
As you contemplate your heartening responses to grief, ask yourself: How do I 

usually experience or express what is comforting, uplifting, or pleasurable in my 
grieving experience?
My usual modes of heartening grief include: 
☐ Permitting myself to be happy despite my pain 
☐ Embracing the oddities, comic pleasure, and funny incongruences that are woven 

throughout my loss experience
☐ Problem-solving and strategizing to meet or transform grief-related challenges
☐ Carrying through with plans and strategies to impact a grief-striking loss experi-

ence in a beneficial manner, for example: 

☐ Retaining hope that something good will come from my grief
☐ Seeing a loss as an opportunity for personal growth
☐ Reframing my grief in a positive light – for example, finding cherished meaning, 

purpose, a sense of destiny, etc. in it
☐ Creating humor and joy for others who are grieving
☐ Imagining how much worse things could be 
☐ Engaging in self-care, pleasurable activities and/or relationships that are uplift-

ing, comforting, or inspirational while grieving a loss, specifically: 
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☐ Making light of my grief; “this loss is nothing in the grander scheme of things”
☐ Making light of others’ grief; attempting to cajole others out of their pain
☐ Finding solace in my chosen religious, philosophical or spiritual perspective
☐ Using heartening responses to ease, suppress, or avoid grief, for example:

 
☐ Enjoying the intimacy or mutual sense of care that is built up among those griev-

ing with me
☐ Making the most of others’ gestures of support or sympathy
☐ Recognizing the unexpected benefits of a loss experience, for example:

Other heartening responses I experience (not listed above): 

I usually don’t experience heartening responses to grief, because:
☐ I am unaware of experiencing or expressing what is comforting, uplifting, or plea-

surable in my grief experience.
☐ I choose not to hearten as I grieve. Why? 

 

Integrating Grief – Your Way
As you contemplate your personal integrating responses to grief, ask yourself: 

How do I usually perceive life-shifting changes brought on by a grief-striking loss 
and incorporate these changes into everyday life? 
My usual modes of integrating grief include: 
☐ Accepting how a loss experience impacts my life and relationships – I’m a realist 

and easily resolve myself to “what is” 
☐ Identifying which grief-related changes are most pressing to attend at the present 

moment and taking action to do so
☐ Identifying which grief-related changes I can impact beneficially and taking ac-

tion to do so 
☐ Finding ways to incorporate my loss into daily activities (creating simple acts of 

remembrance or grief-related artistic creations, talking or writing about my loss/
grief, taking new approaches to life, work, relationships, etc.), specifically:
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☐ Allowing a loss experience to guide my choice of work or volunteer projects (per-
haps in ways I can help others who are suffering a similar loss)

☐ Discovering new ways to relate to a deceased or estranged loved one (prayer, 
meditation, letter-writing, ongoing memorials or birthday celebrations, identify-
ing metaphors and signs of a loved one’s continued presence, etc.) 

☐ Fostering an understanding that such human experiences as love and joy give rise 
to grief as much as loss and sorrow

☐ Acknowledging both lamenting and heartening responses in my grieving and 
healing process – for example, experiencing and expressing a wide range of emo-
tions or psychological states related to grief (joy, sorrow, comfort, regret, accep-
tance, rage, love, despair, hope, guilt, shame, faith, fear, etc.)

☐ Rearranging pieces of my life to accommodate past, present, or future loss-relat-
ed changes, for example: 

☐ Identifying who or what is to blame for the circumstances of a loss and making 
adjustments so that similar losses don’t happen again

☐ Identifying who, if anyone, is to blame for the circumstances of a loss and seeking 
ways to resolve my anger, bitterness, etc. or offer forgiveness to myself or others

☐ Tempering (avoiding, relieving, denying, etc.) particular aspects of a grief-strik-
ing loss so that other aspects of a loss can be integrated more effectively

☐ Accepting grief as an integral part of life and envisioning grieving (and healing) as 
an ongoing process that I experience throughout my lifetime

Other integrating responses I experience (not listed above):

I usually don’t experience integrating responses to grief, because:
☐ I am unaware of ways I make sense of life-shifting changes brought on by a 

grief-striking loss or how I incorporate these changes into my everyday life.
☐ I choose not to integrate as I grieve. Why?  
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Tempering Grief – Your Way
As you contemplate your tempering responses to grief, ask yourself: How do I 

usually avoid grief-related changes that stress and overwhelm me? How do I sub-
due, take a break from, or deny my grief through repression, avoidance, numbing, 
suppression, or seeking solace in what is comfortable, familiar, or pleasurable? 
My usual modes of tempering grief include:
☐ Throwing myself into work or volunteer efforts 
☐ Refusing to take notice of my pain
☐ Hiding my grief from others
☐ Distracting myself with an engaging activity (sport, art, project, etc.)
☐ Watching an entertaining movie, reading an engrossing novel, or losing myself in 

some other form of electronic or written media, specifically:

☐ Self-medicating with alcohol
☐ Finding comfort in food
☐ Engaging in pleasurable fantasies about the past, present or future
☐ Self-pleasure or sex with a partner
☐ Numbing myself with prescription or recreational drugs
☐ Enjoying hobbies or taking care of others (people or pets)
☐ Enjoying pleasurable sensory experiences, such as 

☐ Forcing myself not to think about my loss
☐ Not watching news programs, TV shows, or movies that intensify or spark my 

grief
☐ Avoiding people, situations, activities, places, or objects that remind me of my 

loss 

Other tempering responses I experience (not listed above): 

I usually don’t experience tempering responses to grief, because:
☐ I am unaware of ways I avoid grief-related changes that stress and overwhelm me.
☐ I choose not to temper as I grieve. Why?  
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 Putting It All Together
Once you take stock of your tendencies and preferences for lamenting, hearten-

ing, integrating, and tempering grief, it may be helpful to ask yourself:
◈ Which of the four grieving dynamics do I tend to engage in spontaneously without 

hesitation or forethought?
☐Lamenting    ☐ Heartening    ☐ Integrating    ☐ Tempering

◈ Which do I avoid or find especially difficult to experience?
☐ Lamenting    ☐ Heartening    ☐ Integrating    ☐ Tempering

◈ In which of the four am I most comfortable and confident engaging?
☐ Lamenting    ☐ Heartening    ☐ Integrating    ☐ Tempering 

◈ Do I lament grief in a variety of ways or stay with one preferred mode of lament-
ing? (Ask this question regarding each of the other grieving dynamics – hearten-
ing, integrating, and tempering.)

◈ As I consider specific ways that I lament, hearten, integrate, and/or temper grief, 
which particular responses from the checklist tend to provide the greatest source 
of healing for me? In what ways?

◈ Are any of my grieving responses debilitating, or do they cause harm to others or 
me? 

◈ Which dynamic of grieving might I engage in more often to foster a greater sense 
of healing balance – within me and in my relationships with others?

◈ What are my healing strengths as a griever? My growing edges?

h  h h

When you lose a cherished part of yourself or your world as you know it, it can be 
more difficult than ever to face who and what you are in light of your grief-striking 
loss. Give yourself a bounty of grace as you contemplate your strengths and needs for 
healing. Once you take note of your grieving preferences, tendencies, strengths, and 
growing edges, you may want to journal about your discoveries or share them with a 
trusted listener. You might also invite other family members or friends to engage in 
this contemplation and share your insights and discoveries.


